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ABSTRACT: 

Our IPRE plan and ss-tree may be used for searching 

records inside the given weighted Euclidean distance 

or great-circle distance too. Weighted Euclidean 

distance allows you to determine the important 

improvement in several types of data, while great-

circle distance could be the distance of two points 

initially glances within the sphere. Advantages of 

recommended system: To great our understanding, 

there does not exist predicate/predicate-only plan 

supporting inner product range. Though our plan 

may be used privacy preserving spatial range query 

in this paper, it may be present in other applications 

too. Experiments across the implementation show our 

option is very effective. To provide good user 

encounters, the POI search performing within the 

cloud side transported out very rapidly The LBS 

provider is not ready to disclose its valuable LBS 

data for your cloud. Many LBS users are mobile 

users, furthermore for his or her terminals are 

smartphones with limited sources. We advise EPLQ, 

a reliable solution for privacy preserving spatial 

range query. Particularly, we show whether a POI 

matches a spatial range query otherwise may be 

tested on analyzing when the inner product of two 

vectors reaches confirmed range. In this paper, we 

focus on the latter setting. Inside the former setting, 

vulnerable to LBS provider holding a spatial 

database of POI records in plaintext, and LBS users 

query POIs within the provider’s site. The LBS  

 

provider has abundant of LBS data which are POI 

records. 

 

Keywords: Location-based services (LBS), 

outsourcedencrypted data, privacy-enhancing 

technology, and spatial rangequery. 

1. INTRODUCTION: 

Spatial range totally abroadly used LBS, which 

enables a person to locate sights(POIs) inside a given 

distance to his/her location, i.e., thequerypoint. While 

LBS are popular and vital, many of these services 

today including spatial range query require users to 

submit their locations, which raises serious concerns 

concerning the dripping and misusing of user location 

data. Protecting the privacy of user location in LBS 

has attracted consider able interest. However, 

significant challenges still stay in the style of 

privacy-preserving LBS, and new challenges arise 

particularly because of data outsourcing. Let's go 

ahead and take spatial rangequery, one type of LBS 

that we'll concentrate this paper, for example. 

However, the cryptographic or privacy-enhancing 

techniques accustomed to realize privacy-preserving 

query usually lead to high computational cost and/or 

storagecostatuserside. Spatial range totally a web-

based service, and LBS users are responsive to query 

latency [1]. To supply good user encounters, the POI 

search performing in the cloud side should be done 

very quickly. Again, the strategyaccustomed torealize 

privacy-preserving query usually boost the search 

latency. We advise IPRE, which enables testing if the 

inner product of two vectors is 

atconfirmedrangewithoutdisclosingthe vectors. In 

predicate file encryption, the important thingakin to a 

predicate can decrypt a cipher text ifand justwhen the 

attribute from the cipher text x satisfies the predicate. 
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Though our plan can be used for privacy preserving 

spatial range query within this paper, it might be used 

in other applications too. Our techniques can be used 

as more types of privacy preserving queries over out 

sourced data. With in the spatial range query 

discussed within thiswork, we consider Euclidean 

distance that is broadly utilized in spatial databases. 

Weighted Euclidean distance can be used to 

determine the significant difference in lots of types of 

data, while great-circle distancemay be the distance 

of two points at first glance of thesphere. Using 

great-circle distance rather of Euclidean distance for 

lengthy distances at first glance of earth is much 

moreaccurate. Within thispaper, aimingat spatial 

range query, a well known LBS supplying details 

about sights (POIs) inside a given distance, we 

produce an efficient and privacy-preserving location-

based query solution, known as EPLQ. Using the 

pervasiveness of smart phones, location based 

services (LBS) have obtained considerable attention 

and be popular and vitallately. To less enquery 

latency, we further design a privacy-preserving tree 

index structure in EPLQ. However, using LBS also 

poses a possible threat to user’s location privacy. 

Particularly, to attain privacy preserving spatial 

rangequery, we advise the very first predicate-only 

file encryptionplan forinnerrange of products(IPRE), 

that you can use to identify whether a situation is at 

confirmed circular area inside a privacy-preserving 

way. The 2 vectors retain thelocationinformationfrom 

the POI and also thequery, correspondingly. 

According to this discovery and our IPRE plan, 

spatial range query without dripping location 

information is possible. To prevent checking all POIs 

to locatematched POIs, we further exploit a singular 

index structure named ˆ ss-tree, 

whichconcealssensitivelocationinformationwith this 

IPRE plan. 

 

2. CONVENTIONAL SCHEME: 

Lately, we already have some solutions for privacy 

preserving spatial range query. Protecting the privacy 

of user location in LBS has attracted considerable 

interest. However, significant challenges still stay in 

the style of privacy-preserving LBS, and new 

challenges arise particularly because of data out 

sourcing. Recently, there's an increasing trend of out 

sourcing data including LBS data due to its financial 

and operational benefits. Laying in the intersection of 

traveling with a laptop and cloud-computing, 

designing privacy-preserving outsourced spatial 

range query faces the difficulties [2]. Disadvantages 

of existingsystem: Challenge on querying encrypted 

LBS data. The LBS provider isn't prepared to 

discloseits valuable LBS data to wards the cloud. The 

LBS provider encrypts and outsources private LBS 

data towards the cloud, and LBS users query the 

encrypted data within the cloud. Consequently, 

querying encrypted LBS data without privacy breach 

is a huge challenge, and we have to safeguard not just 

the consumer locations in the LBS provider and 

cloud but additionally LBS data in thecloud. 

Challenge around there source consumption in 

cellular devices. Many LBS users are mobile users, 

as well as their terminals are smart phones with 

limited sources. However, the cryptographic or 

privacy-enhancing techniques accustomed to realize 

privacy-preserving query usually lead to high 

computational cost and/or storage cost at user side. 

Challenge around the efficiency of  POI searching. 

Spatial range totally a web-based service, and LBS 

users are responsive to query latency. Again, the 

strategy accustomed to realize privacy-preserving 

query usually boost the search latency. Challengeon 

security. LBS data have to do with POIs in real life. 

It's reasonable to visualize the attacke might have 

some understanding about original LBS data. With 

your understanding, known-sample 

attacksarepossible. 

 

3. ENHANCED METHOD: 

With in this paper, we advise a competent solution 

for privacy-preserving spatial range query named 

EPLQ, which enables queries over encrypted LBS 

data without dis closing user locations towards the 

cloud or LBS provider. To safe guard the privacy of 

user location in EPLQ, wedesigna singular predicate-

only file encryptionplan forinnerrange of products, 

which, to the very best of our understanding, may be 

the first predicate/predicate-only plan of the kind. To 

enhance the performance, we design a privacy 

preserving index structure named ˆss-tree. 
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Particularly, the primary contributions of the paper 

are three folds. We advise IPRE, which enables 

testing if the inner product of two vectors is at 

confirmed range without disclosing the vectors. In 

predicate file encryption, the important thingakin toa 

predicate fcan decrypt a cipher text if and just when 

the attribute from the ciphertext x satisfies the 

predicate, i.e., f(x) =1. Predicate-only file 

encryptionis really a special kind of predicate file 

encryption not created for encrypting/decrypting 

messages. Rather, itrevealsthatwhetherf(x) =1or 

otherwise. Predicate-only file encryption schemes 

supporting various kinds of predicates happen to be 

suggested for privacy-preserving query on outsourced 

data [3]. The 2 vectors retain the location information 

from the POI and also the query, correspondingly. 

According to this discovery and our IPRE plan, 

spatial range query without dripping location 

information is possible. To prevent checking all POIs 

to locate matched POIs, we further exploit a singular 

index structure named ˆss-tree, which conceals 

sensitive location information with this IPRE plan. 

Our techniques can be used as more types of privacy 

preserving queries over out sourced data. Within the 

spatial range query discussed within thiswork, we 

consider Euclidean distance that is broadly utilized in 

spatial databases. Furthermore, security analysis 

implies that EPLQ is safeunder known-sample 

attacks and cipher text-only attacks. Using great-

circle distancerather of Euclidean distance for 

lengthy m distances at first glance of earth is much 

more accurate. Particularly, for any mobile LBS user 

utilizing an Android phone, around .9sis required to 

produce aquery, and in addition it only needs 

commodity workstation, which plays the function 

from the cloud within our experiments, a couple of 

seconds to look POIs. Additionally, extensive 

experiments are conducted, and also the results show 

EPLQ is extremely efficient in privacy preserving 

spatial range query over out sourced encrypted data. 

SystemFramework: Privacy-preserving POI query 

continues to be sudiein 2 settings of LBS: public LBS 

and outsourced LBS. The LBS provider enables 

approved users to make use of its data through 

location-based queries. LBS users possess the in 

formation that belongs to them locations, and query 

the encrypted record sof near by POIs within 

thecloud [4]. Cryptographic or privacy-enhancing 

techniques are often employed to hide the place 

information within the queries delivered to the cloud. 

To decrypt the encrypted records caused by the 

cloud, LBS users need to get the understanding key 

in the LBS provider ahead of time. The cloud has 

wealthy storage and computing sources. It stores the 

encrypted LBS data in the LBS provider, and offers 

query services for LBS users. Generally, within the 

out sourced LBS setting, the cloud can watch both 

queries from LBS users and encrypted LBS data in 

the LBS provider, which happens to be an benefit to 

learn user locations. Within thispaper, 

we'vesuggested EPLQ, a competent privacy 

preserving spatial range query solution for smart 

phones, which preserves the privacy of user location, 

and achieves confidentiality of LBS data. Two 

potential usages are privacy-preserving similarity 

query and lengthy spatial range query [5]. Therefore, 

presuming different abilities from the attacker, you 

will find mainly four attack models in out sourced 

LBS setting. That's, the cloud would honestly store 

and check data as requested however, the cloud 

would also provide financial incentives to understand 

in dividuals stored LBS data and user location data in 

query. Underneath the out sourced LBS system 

model, our design goal would be to develop 

acompetent, accurate, and secure solution for  

privacy-preserving spatial rangequery. Though 

susceptible to more effective attacks for example 

known plaintext attacks, the answer suggested within 

this paper still maybe used in lots of situations in 

which the attackers don't have then  eededabilities or 

understanding. 

Implementation:So, we use attribute vectors and 

predicate vectors to consult the attributes and 

predicates in IPRE. IPRE plan isreally asymmetric 

predicate-only file encryption plan, also it includes 

four algorithms: Setup formula for establishing a 

public parameter PP, a characteristic file encryption 

key AK, along with a predicate file encryptionkey PK 

Enc formulafor encrypting attribute vectors to cipher 

texts Gent ken formulafor encrypting predicate 

vectors to tokens and appearance formula for 

checking if your cipher text’s attributesatisfiesa 
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token’s predicate. Be fore describing IPRE’s 

algorithms, we define the encodings of attribute 

vectors and predicate vectors, which function as a 

foundation of IPRE. The formula of encrypting 

attribute vectors is really a probabilistic formula that 

takes a characteristic vector. The setup formula is 

really a probabilistic formula, that takes a burglar 

parameter?, the attribute/predicate vector lengtht, as 

well as aninnerrange of products [t1, t2] asinput. The 

ˆ ss-tree introduced within this jobs is a variant of ss-

tree. For indexing spatial data, there really exist a 

number of data structures for example r-tree and ss-

tree, and a number of the m can be used as spatial 

range query. When such type of data structure scan 

be used for privacy preserving query, location data 

[6]. Hence, we decide ss-tree because of its 

simplicity, and proposeˆ ss-tree according to ss-tree 

and IPRE. Poor spatial databaseof Cartesian 

coordinate system, the centroid is aset ofcoordinates 

(x, y). Aleaf node’s centroid may be the 

corresponding POI’s coordinates, and it is radiusis . 

An on leaf node’s centroid and radiusrely 

onitschildren. Its centroid may be the mean of its 

children’s centroids. Its radius isn't smaller sized 

compared to distance between its centroid and then 

any descendant node’s centroid. A node of ss-tree 

also offers another fields to aidtreebuilding, 

approximation search, ands ampling operations. We 

omit these fields within this paper because they are 

nothighly relevant tooursolution. Using the ss-tree, 

searching POI recordsmatchinga spatial 

rangetotallyextremely powerful. Realizing 

thatdescendant nodes of the no leaf node have been 

inthe no leaf node’s connected circular area. Search 

POI recordscan be achieved by checking the ss-tree 

fromroottoleaves. ˆ ss-tree may be thecorein our 

EPLQ solution. It's a variantof ss-tree. ˆ ss-tree 

hideseachtree node’s location information using our 

predicate-only file encryption plan, and removes 

unnecessary information. Due to thefile encryption, 

discovering circular area intersection and matched 

records will also be different when searching 

matched records using thetree. Supposea spatial 

range query really wants to find all POIs inside a 

circular area centered at coordinates (xi, yi) 

withradiusri. Because of the above tokens connected 

using the query, POI records matching the query are 

available by searching ˆ sstree. Looking start sin the 

root node. If your no leaf node’s area intersects using 

the query area, all kids of the node is going to be 

scanned. Otherwise, all descendant nodes of the no 

leaf node are skipped. Discovering circular are a 

intersection and matched records derive fromour 

IPRE plan for inner range of products [7]. To 

understand EPLQ, we'vedesignedan IPRE along with 

anovel privacy-preserving index tree named ˆ ss-tree. 

EPLQ’s effectivenesscontinues to be evaluated with 

theoretical analysis and experiments, and detailed 

analysis shows its security against known-sample 

attacks and cipher text-only attacks. The conventional 

file encryption plan accounts for stopping the cloud 

from learning POI records, while our IPRE plan 

accounts for protecting user location and POI 

location in the cloud. The present AES standardcan 

be used the conventional plan, which is secure under 

cipher text-only, known-sample, and known-plaintext 

attacks. 

 
Fig.1.System architecture 

 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

The suggested IPRE plan enables computing inner 

products and evaluating their values having a 

predefined range inside a privacy-preserving way. So 

far aswe all know, our plan may be the first 

predicate/predicate-only file encryption plan for inner 

range of products. In IPRE, both attributes and 

predicates are vectors. The confidentiality of LBS 

data includes not just the confidentiality of POI 

records but the confidentiality of location information 

in ˆ ss-tree. The safety of EPLQ solution depends up 
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on the actual standard file encryption plan and IPRE 

plan. By supporting these2 kinds ofdistances, 

privacy-preserving similarity query and lengthy 

spatial range query may also be recognized. Detailed 

security analysis confirms the safety qualities of 

EPLQ. 
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